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The Exeter Blitz Project: StagingMemories of War

Between 1940 and 1942 the city of Exeter was blitzed by the German Luftwaffe 19

times. The worst raid took place in the early hours of May 4th, 1942, an event which was

to dramatically alter the landscape of the city forever. To commemorate the 70th

anniversary of that night in May 2012, theatre practitioners Jessica Beck and Helena

Enright created The Exeter Blitz Project using first hand testimonies from a number of

people who had witnessed the raids. Turning oral history interview transcripts into

theatre is filled with tensions both ethical and practical. How do you find the

appropriate theatrical framework to hold the material? Once decided what material do

you include? What material do you leave out? Whose experience do you privilege and

whose is more suited to the 'cutting room floor'? Once you have decided on the

material, how then do you get the actors to embody the narratives and memories in a

way that stays true to and respects the voice and experience of the original storyteller?

In this paper we discuss our approaches to collecting the material and some of the

challenges we faced, both practical and ethical as we attempted to stage these

memories of war. In doing so we consider how bringing these stories to life led to

re-ignited friendships, forged connections across generations and encouraged

residents to see their city in a new light. Our aim is to encourage other oral historians

and theatre makers to embrace the complexities of this work and discover the rich

journey that it can take you and participants on.
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Historical Epistemology of Post-modern Indian Theatre: Canonizing Girish

Karnad's The Fire and the Rain and Hayavadana

The canon of postmodern Indian theatre and its historical gamut has been seen as a

body of knowledge which is rooted in the massive repertory of performative and

storytelling traditions contributed by the 'East' and the 'West'. As current postcolonial

studies are shifting towards examination of local history, myth, rituals and oral

traditions in performance, a strict examination of the history of the orality of the Indian

theatre put forth various postmodernity debates to forefront. However this study finds

that collision of European and Indian traditions during the historical colonization of

India has manifold approaches; the modernity approach achieved by post-modern

Indian theatre as a case of 'colonial posterity' or 'colonial harbinger' may be seen as a

synthesis of the foreign and local knowledge of the past. This study examines the

postmodern epistemology and orality of the Indian theatre and thereby locates

modernity debates in adaptation of oral traditions and history in the plays of Girish

Karnad (b. 1938). This study is carried out by comparative and historical analysis of

Karnad's The Fire and the Rain (1998) and Hayavadana (Horse Face, 1975).
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Tim Carroll

BYDS: Oral History NSW (Australia), Australia

Stories of Resilience: Oral History, young people and theatre practice:

Since 1991 my organisation BYDS (Bankstown Youth Development Service) has

produced nine Oral History projects with the diverse communities of the region – one

of Australia's most diverse, with more than 70 languages spoken. All of these projects

have used a unique inter-generational platform – teaching young people to record

professionally and be active participants in the projects – interviewing community

elders/family members: all of these projects have resulted in the recognised format of

high quality recordings and paper publications. We have also worked closely with our

local Indigenous Aboriginal community to produce a comprehensive project with

Elders, 'Young Days'.

We are currently one year into a three year funded project again using an

inter-generational approach that will result in over 100 high quality interviews

conducted by young people focusing on 'Strength and Resilience'.

My presentation will focus on:

(1) an overview of 26 years of Oral History practice with young people and

(2) how we have used the recordings as the foundation for a series of very successful

plays: initially through my collaborations with Roslyn Oades and her 'headphone

verbatim' style of work: 'Fast Cars and Tractor Engines', 'Stories of Love and Hate' and

'I'm Your Man'.

Most recently we produced a new verbatim show called 'To Be Honest' that utilised a

series of nine interviews with culturally diverse, homeless and other 'challenged' young

people. The play is another example of using interviewee's 'own words' as the basis for

high quality theatre that has a deeper social purpose behind it. For all aspects of the

presentation I have great images, audio and some video.

A similar presentation was conducted at the Oral history Association of Australia

Conference (September 2017) to excellent feedback. I feel that my presentation will

resonate with many practitioners:
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